redundancy while calculating similarity scores. To address this, we picked the interacting pair of genes (or genomic features) that exhibited maximum similarity between two interacting restriction fragments.
Essential gene clusters
Local density of essential genes was calculated by mapping TSS sites of essential genes to 5kb bins.
Abundance correction of expression noise
Abundance-corrected expression-noise of yeast was scaled using the method given by Li et al 3 . For mouse embryonic stem cells, genome-wide single cell gene-expression data obtained and coefficient of variation was calculated from the quantile-normalized data.
Noise was corrected for abundance using residuals of lowess fit between expression noise and expression-level.
Rewiring of chromatin interaction networks
For control analyses, we rewired the chromatin interaction network using following approach. (i) The network was randomly rewired without disturbing the degree of each node.
(ii) The rewired network was, then, subjected to correction of clustering coefficients to maintain the intrinsic nature of chromatin interactions as suggested elsewhere 4, 5 . (iii) We calculated the Pearson's correlation coefficient between interaction frequency and different functional attributes using the rewired networks and measured the FDR using following equation:
Where, b=number of instances when correlation from rewired networks was greater than or equal to observed correlation, and m= number of times the network was rewired (#1000).
An example control data is shown in the Figure S3a -b.
Average interaction frequency, overlap ratio and variation of cis chromatin interactions
Interaction frequencies of all the cis interactions of each restriction fragment were averaged. We refer this as 'average interaction frequency' of loci. Overlap ratio of chromatin interactions was calculated as number of chromatin interactions common in EcoRI and
HindIII libraries divided by number of interactions in HindIII library, for each locus. The m b FDR 1 + = variation in chromatin interactions was measured using coefficient of variation expressed as standard-deviation divided by mean (σ/µ) of all the chromatin interactions of a locus.
Mean genomic distance and variance of cis chromatin interactions
The distances between interacting loci were calculated by taking mid-points of the restriction fragments. Mean and variance of all the distances for each genomic locus were then calculated.
3D model rendering
Cartesian coordinates for the three dimensional model of the genome in the Supplementary Table Legends   Table S1 . Details of genome-wide datasets used in the study. 
Nucleosome Occupancy
Genome-wide nucleosomal occupancy data for yeast cells sorted in G1 phase of cell-cycle. 16 
Histone Acetylation
ChIP-chip data of 17 different histone acetylations at promoter regions of 5993 yeast genes. 25 
13

Over expression toxicity
Data for 1302 over-expression strains that exhibited growth defect in yeast. 26 
14
Protein-protein interaction
A total of 50000 interactions having a socio-affinity index (SA-score) above certain threshold were assembled from different high throughput studies. Interaction through indirect evidence like synthetic lethality, synthetic growth defect, synthetic rescue, phenotypic enhancement, epistatic miniarray profile, dosage rescue, phenotypic rescue, colocalization, predicted through Insilco approach were not considered. The SA scores were further scaled by a log likelihood score of a dataset against a literature curated benchmarked dataset. 27 
15
Gene expression noise S. cerevisiae: Protein abundance for >2500 proteins was measured at single cell level using flow cytometry. Coefficient of variation (standard deviation/ mean) was used as a measure of expression noise. Abundance corrected noise was scaled using the method by Li 
16
Functional similarity
Semantic similarity between GO terms of proteins was calculated using Information theory. The method is available as a R-package named as GoSemSim 31 
17
Evolutionary rate co-variation (ERC)
ERC was calculated using 4459 yeast proteins across 18 different species. Each proteins phylogenetic branch length was calculated over 18 species, which then transformed into relative deviation from the expected length in average proteome wide tree. 8.4 million Possible branch lengths were obtained and a coefficient of correlation was calculated for each pair of proteins. 32 
18
Mutation rate
Relationship between synonymous divergence and codon bias of genes in four species of yeast was used to adjust the synonymous divergence (ds), from which mutation rate is inferred 33 
19
SAGE data
Data of Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) for 4665 yeast gene was taken from Velculescu et al.
34
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